Let X(i), OSIS T, be an additive process, and let X"k be the kth increment of X(t) associated with the partition n" of [0, 7j. Assume ||n"|| -» 0. Let B be the Blumenthal-Getoor index of X(T) and let 2 a y > B. When the partitions are nested, 2* \X^c\y converges a.s. to 2 {IAJ)IT: 0 S s £ T), where J(s) is the jump of X(t) at s. This convergence also holds when the partitions are not nested provided either X(t) has stationary increments or 1 £ y > B. This extends a result of P. W. Millar and completes a result of S. M. Berman.
1. Introduction. This note treats stochastic processes with independent increments and which are continuous in probability. Let X(t), 0 g t Si 7, be a version with right continuous paths, with left limits at each point, and with a countable number of (mobile) discontinuities. Assume X(t) has no Gaussian component. The presence of a Gaussian component would force the sums of interest here to diverge, except for the case of squared variation. The characteristic function of X(t) is ( 
1) E exp(iuX(t)) = exp{/««(/) + f °° (eiux -1 --^-\,{dx)\
where vt is the Levy measure of X{i). We assume a(/) is of bounded variation.
Associated with vT is the Blumenthal-Getoor index In order to close this gap we extend a result of Millar [3] . Millar showed that for a process as above which also has stationary increments and for a nested sequence of partitions, (4) sup 2 \x"k\y < °° a-s-2 = T > Isn k Using Berman's Lemmas, we remove the assumption of stationary increments.
In the symmetric case, Millar obtained almost sure convergence in (3), but in the general case he only obtained convergence in probability. We establish the almost sure convergence of (3) from (4) Munroe [4] showed that for processes with stationary increments, If A^ is the number of jumps of absolute value greater than 1, then N is finite almost surely. From the crude estimate |2" a,V = 2"_1 2" \a,V, it follows that sup 2 \Ynk\y ^ 2N~X 2 {l/W!7: 0 < 5 5 7,|/(.)| > 1} < oo a.s. (Without loss of generality assume ± e to be continuity points of vT so with probability 1 no jump has absolute value e.) Then 
